
Physics ���
Chapter 5: Work and Energy	


Section 5.3	

Conservation of Energy	




Mechanical Energy	

--Mechanical energy is the sum of the kinetic!

energy and all forms of potential energy of a!
system.!

€ 

ME = KE + ΣPE
--Mechanical energy is associated with moving!

objects (not necessarily with machines);!
other forms of energy are classified as!
nonmechanical energy. (See Figure 5-9,!
page 178)!



--Energy converted to nonmechanical energy!
is usually small or is not relevant to the problem!
when dealing with the motion of objects.!

--The energy lost to friction as heat is usually!
ignored in problems.!



--We can use this relationship to calculate various!
quantities (ie, velocity) of a moving object:!

€ 

ME = KE + ΣPE

€ 

ME = KE =
1
2
mV 2 =

1
2
(0.40kg)(10.0m / s)2 = 20.0J

--EX: What is the velocity of a ball thrown!
straight up when it is 1.0 m above its!
starting point if its mass is 0.40 kg and its!
initial velocity was +10.0 m/s?	


--Taking the initial potential energy of the ball!
as zero, the initial mechanical energy is:!



--As the ball rises, kinetic energy is converted!
to potential energy, and the total amount of!
KE and PE (ME) remains constant. At the!
1.0 meter mark:!

€ 

PE = mgh = 0.40kg*9.81m / s2 *1.0m = 3.9J

--The kinetic energy at the 1.0 m height is:!

€ 

KE = ME −PE = 20.0J − 3.9J =16.1J



--The velocity of the ball at 1.0 m can be!
calculated from the kinetic energy at that!
height:	


€ 

KE =
1
2
mV 2

€ 

V 2 =
2*KE
m

=
2*16.1J
0.40kg

= 80.5(m2 / s2 )

€ 

V = 80.5(m2 / s2 ) = 8.97m / s



Conservation of Energy	

--Law of Conservation of Energy: The total!

amount of energy in the universe or a closed!
system does not change.!

--Energy may change form while being!
conserved.!



--Ex: When a ball is thrown up into the air,!
its energy changes from kinetic energy to!
potential energy and then back again. (Use!
diagram to show the KE and PE at different!
heights.)!





--When friction acts on an object, some of its!
kinetic energy is converted to heat, which is a!
nonmechanical form of energy; the total!
amount of energy is conserved but mechanical!
energy is “lost” (converted to nonmechanical!
energy).!

Total Energy = Mechanical Energy!
! ! ! !+ Nonmechanical Energy!



--Total energy in the universe is always!
conserved.!

--The mechanical energy of a moving object!
that is lost to heat due to friction is usually!
ignored in calculations involving moving objects.!


